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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like frostbite all over!

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

In case you haven’t noticed
or are totally ignorant to the
outside world, Apple has
released its newest bonerinducing product: the iPad.
Now you may be thinking
to yourself just what I was
thinking to myself when I
heard that name. “Apple is
going into the feminine hygiene business? Bold move,
a very bold move indeed.”
But unfortunately this is simply not the case.
The iPad is basically just a
glorified iPod touch with a
bigger screen and an available data plan. Cool? Yes!
Impractical? Very. In fact I
can’t see much use for this
product outside of a welcome distraction in World
Cultures or as PC Magazine
put it “[you could use it] on
the couch, prop it up by
your bed, or rest it on the
airplane tray table.” Since
when is an iPod touch with
...see iTampon? on back

Nathan Wonders: Kraft Kash
Brought to you by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller

By Stephen Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Oh glorious Friday you hath come once
again bringing the weekend to us. With
this weekend has come another review
for all of you to enjoy. This week will
continue with another installment from
the less than 50 cents a movie collection.
Prime Evil - This weeks feature is entitled “Prime Evil” and evil it is, though
not particularly scary or really thrilling
for that matter. The movie is about a cult
that operates within the Catholic Church,
though it isn’t a part of it and the church
knows about it but doesn’t really attempt
to do anything about it. That is, until a
brave nun steps up and wants to defeat
them. After having been almost used as a
sacrifice by her parents who were in the
cult long ago, she wants revenge. She
decided to go undercover and join the
cult to tear it down from the inside.
The cult basically works like this: as a
member, you sacrifice one of your own
virgin blood relatives every thirteen years
and a devil keeps you young for another
thirteen years. Well, its George Parkman’s
turn to sacrifice one of his own and he
chooses his niece Alexandra Parkman.
Alexandra has a fiancé that she is always
fighting with; he find’s it suspicious when

her uncle is tries to convince her to
come live with him in his mansion. She
was currently living with her mother
in a small apartment. Her mother also
dislikes her uncle who was from her
father’s side and refuses to let her
move in with him. That is, until she is
murdered by a guy who looks like Artie
Lange, the fat comedian from early Mad
TV, sent by her uncle.
Now the cult is headed by a “Father”
Thomas Seaton who throughout the
movie has Artie Lang-looking fat guy
retrieve him girls from the streets, usually whores and drug attics. Then he
uses his creepy seduction powers to
have his way with the girls and keeps
them locked away in the basement of
his Church.
Not only that, but Father Seaton also
goes about trying to seduce Alexandra
even when her fiancé is within eyeshot
of them.
Let’s skip ahead a bit. We find that
two detectives who were working
on a case involving the murder of
Alexandra’s mother. They resolve to
going to the church where they believe
that Alexandra is going to be sacrificed
...see “Father and Sister” on back

Does anyone else enjoy counting broomball
battle wounds? You know you do.

A bit more than a week ago, Kraft, America’s favorite food conglomerate, bought out Britain’s favourite food conglomerate, Cadbury, for the
ridiculous sum of $18.9 billion. Holy schnikes, that’s a lot of food. But
how much?
Say a Kraft Easy Mac porta-dinner cup thingy costs around 60 cents when
bought in bulk. With $18.9bn, you could buy 31.5 billion servings, which
is enough to “feed” everyone on the planet about 5 times. Contained within those
yellow and blue wrappings are 4.158 trillion Calories, which is the equivalent of
17.4 megatons of TNT. $18.9bn of macaroni > 1,160 Hiroshima smashing Little Boy
atomic bombs.
Conversely, if you wanted to put your
money into Cadbury you could buy a hell
of a lot of eggs – for $1 apiece, you could
have a Cadbury Crème Egg every minute
for the next 35,935 years. Just imagine
eating 708,750 tons of delicious chocolate and mock egg filling… gross. Even Judging by the glasses, the rest
of his life will indeed be cheesy.
though I love candy, eating it non stop until
the next ice age doesn’t sound very appetizing. I wonder if you can
scramble them… Man, now I can’t wait for Easter!
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Apple to
Release iPad

Secret Agent Nun
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I never apologize. I’m sorry, but
that’s just the way I am.
- Homer J. Simpson
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...”Father and Sister” from front

and try to stop it. Upon entering the
cathedral the detectives are found
by Father Seaton and after refusing
arrest and assaulting the detectives
they shoot at him with no effect. They
end being knocked unconscious or
killed - I don’t really remember, it’s
not important.
What is important, however, is the
ending. The cult prepares to sacrifice
Alexandra, who is compliant due to
creepy father Thomas’s seduction
abilities. As he begins to chant everyone goes into a massive orgy, boobs
and all, as a demon figure that looked
like an aborted fetus watched. That is,
until the undercover nun ran up and
stabbed the demon in the heart. At
this point everyone in the cult began
to age and moan in incredible pain.
That’s pretty much the end of it. So to
finish things up I’m going to give this
lovely little number 2.5 dead hookers
out of 5. Keep on reading and I’ll keep
on reviewing terrible movies.
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BULL vs. BULL: The Great Hookah Table Tent Scandal of 2010
Letters and Lung Disease
By Mary Kennedy

Octopus Vase of Doom?
By Liz Fujita

Fraternities and sororities always have new and creative ways of recruiting members: volleyball, decorate your own waffle, help create a
haunted house, visit the Humane Society, etc. The brand newfangled
invention to get new members: lung disease. While wandering the
halls on campus I came across an advertisement for a “Hookah” rush,
hosted by a fraternity I will not name, and run jointly with a sorority I
also will not name. This seemed quite odd to me, but I thought, “Hey,
if that’s the kind of organization you want to be associated with, go
right ahead.” What irked me, however, was when I went to eat in the
dining hall and noticed table tents scattered everywhere advertising
this same rush. To me, this is akin to advertising the consumption of
alcohol.

While devouring a monstrous bowl of pasta and meatballs at lunch on
Wednesday, a very nice woman came through the dining hall, stealing
table tents. That’s odd, I thought. What would a non-student need with
a fraternity leaflet? What would anyone want with one? But I digress.

I have absolutely no problem with people smoking or drinking, but
advertising a harmful substance as a source of fun unsettles me. Alcohol promotion on campus is unthinkable, yet smoking is perfectly acceptable. Worse still, both the fraternity and sorority involved belong
to the Inter-Fraternity Council. So not only do these particular Greek
organizations promote the harmful activity, so does the university by
proxy. And I am not so sure the message that sends is one all students
and alumni would be proud of.

Apparently having a picture of a hookah pipe/bong/apparatus is not
okay. I suppose they’re odd, but I don’t see this as a drug promotion
or something, kids. It’s legal. There are institutions devoted entirely to
breathing flavored smoke.

The IFC should think long and hard about their decision to promote harmful substance use, however indirectly it may be, and
then decide if they want to be handing out oxygen tanks with
each set of letters. “Oh hey, don’t worry about it, the green tank
looks great with your shoes. And that oxygen mask is just darling.”
*Please note that this is in no way intended to insinuate the
Greek organizations involved of using peer pressure or of
forcing anyone to do something out of their comfort zone.
[ “Ditto.” - Liz ]

Turns out, she was removing them on behalf of Dining Services. Why?
I guess Dining is concerned that we’re all going to become druggies.
Seriously! You see, a certain fraternity-type organization is having a hookah rush, and the table tent has a picture of HOOKAH EQUIPMENT on
it. Since they’re not paying us, I won’t say who it is – but! Their table
tents are just like every other you’ve ever seen, promoting a social event
as always.

It isn’t as though this fraternity is saying “Come shoot heroin with Alpha
Sigma Sigma” or “Join the sisters of Sig Lambda Upsilon Tau for a cat
kicking social!” There aren’t pictures of dead bodies or anti-American
sentiments or porn, so what’s the problem? That hookah could be filled
with delicious apple pie fumes – totally harmless!
I am not a part of hookah culture, and I don’t mean to sound like I’m
standing up for something I don’t partake in or even like the idea of.
But really, people, it’s just a funny-looking vase with arms. I sense deep
psychological octopus-related scarring. Please, don’t take your scuba
problems out on us. Ah well. I guess we have an image to maintain.
Honestly, it doesn’t actually matter to me if the table tents get taken
away. I was just going to shove them into the napkin holder anyway.

... iTampon? from front

64GB coming in at $399 obsolete? or iPhone fits right into a pocket with
very little trouble, but this bitch is goThe iPad will start at $500.
ing to be about 9.5’’ x 8‘’. So unless
Creating a headache for anyone in you intend to wear some type of
the market for a portable multimedia weird tweed cargo pant, good luck
device because to be completely fitting the iPad in your pants. If you
honest, the damn thing doesn’t ap- do have weird tweed cargo pants,
pear to be very portable. An iPod you may be in the market to buy the

iPad, but if you don’t, who is the iPad ket base: college students. I myself
am a college student and I certainly
intended for?
would buy the iPad if I could afford
Well, we have the usual Apple fan- to. Much with any Apple product,
boys getting off to whatever Steve the iPad is cool, innovative, and of
Jobs says and, of course, rich peo- course, expensive (making in all the
ple. But those two are generally syn- cooler). Now, where did I leave that
onymous, leaving Apple’s usual mar- extra $500 lying around again?

